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By law, producers of electrical and electronic goods are responsible for financing the central collection, treatment, recovery and environmentally sound disposal of WEEE. 

This means you can return your Household WEEE free of charge, either to a shop when buying a replacement item or to another authorised collection point, such as a 

Recycle IT. WEEE includes batteries and accumulators. Recycle IT will accept dual purpose home and small office WEEE.   

The following 10 pages contains 6 categories and listings. It outlines a list of products which shall be considered WEEE for the purpose of the European Union Waste 

Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulations 2014. The categories on the left-hand side of the list include a breakdown of all EEE products into categories and 

subcategories as set out in the EU Directive. The right had side listing are intended to provide further category descriptions. It is not intended to be an all-inclusive list 

just a guide to help with recycling.  

Category 1 

 

 

1 Temperature Exchange Equipment Description 

1.1 Refrigeration (Side by Side / American Style)  

1.1.1 All Refrigeration All side by side / American style refrigeration 

1.2 Refrigeration (2 Door + Chest Freezers > 150 Litres)  

1.2.1 All Refrigeration All larder and two door (under/over configuration) appliances 

1.2.2 Chest Freezers Chest Freezers above 150 litres 

1.3 Refrigeration (Under Counter / Table Top + Chest 
Freezers < 150 Litres) 

 

1.3.1 All Refrigeration All under counter/table top refrigeration 

1.3.2 Chest Freezers Chest Freezers below 150 litres 

1.4 All Other Temperature Exchange Equipment  

1.4.1 Refrigerators, Freezers, Equipment which automatically deliver cold 
products, Air-conditioning equipment, Dehumidifying equipment, Heat 
pumps, all other refrigeration 

Refrigerators, Freezers, Equipment which automatically deliver cold products, Air-conditioning 
equipment, Dehumidifying equipment, Heat pumps, all other refrigeration 

1.5 Radiators containing oil and other temperature exchange equipment 
using fluids other than water for the temperature exchange 

 

1.5.1 Radiators containing oil and other temperature exchange equipment 
using fluids other than water for the temperature exchange 

Radiators containing oil and other temperature exchange equipment using fluids other than water 
for the temperature exchange 
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Category 2 

 

2 Screens, monitors and equipment containing screens having a surface 
greater than 100 cm2 

Description 

2.1 Large Televisions (Visible Screen Size)  

2.1.1 Large TVs 73cm+ Large TVs 73cm+ 

2.2 Medium and Small Size Televisions (0-72 cm Visible Screen Size)  

2.2.1 Medium and Small Size Televisions (0-72 cm Visible Screen Size) Medium Size TV's 52-72cm, all medium size televisions (visible screen size), Small TVs 0-51cm, all 
small size televisions (visible screen size) 

2.3 Computer Monitors or Screens where the main function is to be used 
as a monitor 

 

2.3.1 Screens & Monitors Screens & Monitors 

2.4 Other equipment containing screens having a surface greater than 
100 cm2 

 

2.4.1 Other equipment containing screens having a surface greater than 
100 cm2 

LCD photo frames, Laptops, Notebooks, Tablets, eBook/e-Readers, other personal computing 
equipment with screens having a surface > 100cm2 and whose intended usage focus is displaying 
images or information on a screen 
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Category 3 

3 Lamps Description 

3.1 Gas Discharge Lamps  

3.1.1 All fluorescent lamps All fluorescent lamps 

3.1.2 High- and low-pressure gas discharge lamps including pressure 
sodium lamps and metal halide lamps 

High- and low-pressure gas discharge lamps including pressure sodium lamps and metal 
halide lamps 

3.1.3 All compact fluorescent lamps (PLS AND CFLs) All compact fluorescent lamps (PLS AND CFLs) 

3.2 LED Lamps  

3.2.1 LED lamps LED lamps 

 

 

Recycling Electronics 

 

People in general now have more electronic devices and pieces of equipment than ever before. This applies even more so when it comes to businesses and offices.  

WEEE items are replaced every year and all the old items can be easily recycled. With so many hazardous materials used to build electronic devices recycling safely will 

greatly reduce negative environmental impacts.  By simply being aware of the reasons for recycling electrical and electronic items and how to correctly dispose of 

electrical items, you can help to reduce the amount of electrical waste that is disposed of incorrectly every year using general waste services or incineration. It’s 

important that both homes and companies dispose of their old equipment correctly. 

 

If you’re looking to dispose of several different electrical items all at once, then an eco- friendly and reliable waste collection and recycling service can be good way to 

get rid of old equipment. Organisations like Recycle IT can drive straight to your office or home and collect the items for you. Simply book a time and a day and rest 

assured that your old equipment is being taken care of in efficient, cost effective and environmentally friendly manner. 
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Category 4 

 

4 Large Equipment (any external dimension more than 50cm) Description 

4.1 Large Appliances  

4.1.1 Washing machines, washer dryer, clothes dryer, dish washing 
machine 

Washing machines, washer dryer, clothes dryer, dish washing machine 

4.1.2 Combination oven, oven, gas cooker with electronic / electric 
element, free standing, slot in and hi back cooking appliances, other 
large appliances used for cooking and other processing of food e.g. 
rotisseries 

Combination oven, oven, gas cooker with electronic / electric element, free standing, slot 
in and hi back cooking appliances, other large appliances used for cooking and other 
processing of food e.g. rotisseries 

4.1.3 Other large appliances e.g. sunbed Other large appliances e.g. sunbed 

4.2 Centralised data processing, printing and copying equipment 4.2 Centralised data processing, printing and copying equipment 

4.2.1 Centralised data processing, printing and copying equipment Centralised data processing - Mainframes, centralised data processing - minicomputers, 
printer units, 

 other centralised data processing equipment e.g. routers, printers e.g. video printer, 
camera printer, laser printer, ink-based printer, copying equipment e.g. photocopiers, 
scanners, all printing equipment, Products and equipment for the collection, storage, 
processing, presentation or communication of information by electronic means, 
Facsimile, Telex, Telephones, Pay Telephones, Answering systems and other products or 
equipment of transmitting sound, images or other information by telecommunications, 
other user terminals and system, larger IT & telecommunication equipment 
 

4.3 Other Large Equipment  

4.3.1 Other Large Equipment Hi-fi systems & Hi-fi separates, musical instruments (excluding pipe organs installed in 
churches), products or equipment for the purpose of recording or reproducing sound or 
images, including signals or other technologies for the distribution of sound and image 
other than by telecommunications, other large sized consumer products 

4.4 Large Photovoltaic Panels  

4.4.1 Large Photovoltaic Panels Large Photovoltaic Panels 

4.5 Large LED lighting equipment for the purpose of spreading or 
controlling light including household luminaires 
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4.5.1 Large LED Luminaire Large LED Luminaire 

4.6 Other large Luminaires and Lighting Equipment  

4.6.1 Other large luminaires and lighting equipment 
Large Lighting or equipment for the purpose of spreading or controlling light 

4.7 Large Electrical and Electronic Tools  

4.7.1 Large Electrical and Electronic Tools 

 

Hammer drill, drill, diamond core drill for wet and dry drilling, table circular saw, jigsaw, 
mitre saw, circular saw, metal cutting saw with blade, band saw, reciprocating saw, 
pendulum saw, sword saw, saws, tools for riveting, nailing or screwing or removing rivets, 
nails, screws or similar uses e.g. break hammer, hammer screwdriver, impact wrench, 
screwdriver, stapler/nail machine, equipment for turning, milling, sanding, grinding, 
sawing, cutting, shearing, drilling, 
making holes, punching, folding, bending or similar processing of wood, metal and other 
materials e.g. Triangular sander, Belt sander, Block sander, Eccentric sander, Concrete 
cutter, Cutting machine with disk,  Edge cutter, Grinder, Jackhammer, Milling machine, 
Mixer, Sheet cutter, Straight cutter, Tapping machine, Trimming machine, Universal 
scraper, Wallpaper steamer, Tools for welding, soldering or similar use e.g. Solder / 
Unsolder equipment, welding apparatus, Equipment for spraying, spreading, dispersing or 
other treatment of liquid or gaseous substances by other means e.g. Glue gun, High 
pressure cleaner, Inflation pump, Paint roller, Paint spray gun, Paint stripper, 
Rechargeable air pump, Tools for mowing or other gardening activities e.g. Aerator, Chain 
saw, Compost mill, 
Hedge clipper / Hedge trimmer, Lawnmower, Leaf blower / Vacuum sweeper, Grass shear, 
Pond pump / Fountain pump, pruning shear, Sprinkler, Stalk shredder, Edge trimmer 
(nylon), Undergrowth cutter, well pump, Blowing and suction appliance, Other electrical 
equipment e.g. Compressor, Transformer, Paper shredder, Laminating machine, Binding 
machine, Coin/Note counter 

4.8 Large Medical Devices  

4.8.1 Large Medical Devices Radiotherapy equipment, cardiology, dialysis, pulmonary ventilators, nuclear medicine, 
laboratory equipment for invitro diagnosis, analysers, fertilisation tests, all other medical 
devices (except for all implanted and infected products) e.g. appliances for detecting, 
preventing, monitoring, treating, alleviating illness, injury or disability, nebulizers, blood 
pressure monitors, medical thermometer 

4.9 Monitoring & Control Equipment other than 
Smoke Detectors 
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4.9.1 Monitoring & Control Equipment other than Smoke Detectors Heating regulators, thermostats, measuring, weighing or adjusting appliances for 
household or as laboratory equipment, monitoring and control instruments used in 
industrial installations (e.g. control panels), other monitoring and control instruments; UPS 
- Uninterruptible Power Supply 

4.10 Automatic Dispensers  

4.10.1 Automatic Dispensers Automatic dispensers for hot drinks, hot or cold bottles or cans, solid products, money, all 
appliances which deliver automatically all kinds of products & money 

4.11 Other Large Appliances  

4.11.1 Other Large Appliances Large microwaves, electric hot plates, electric hobs, electric radiators, electric fans, 
electric showers, other appliances for heating rooms not included in category 1, other 
fanning, exhaust ventilation and conditioning equipment, vacuum cleaners, carpet 
cleaners, other large appliances for floor care e.g. floor and carpet cleaners, floor polisher, 
steam cleaner, all other floor care, appliances for cleaning, sewing, knitting, weaving and 
other processing for textiles, fryers, grinders, coffee machines and equipment for opening 
or sealing containers or packages, electric scales, clocks and equipment for the purpose of 
measuring, indicating or registering time, coin slot machines 

4.12 Mobility Aids & Equipment  

4.12.1 Mobility Aids & Equipment Motorised Wheelchairs, Mobility Scooter, Segway, Golf Buggy E-bike 

4.13 Large Toys, Leisure & Sports Equipment  

4.13.1 Large Toys, Leisure & Sports Equipment Toys, leisure and sports equipment 
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Category 5 

 

5 Small Equipment (no external dimension more than 50cm) Description 

5.1 Small Household Equipment  

5.1.1 Small Household Equipment Microwaves, electric hot plates, electric hobs, electric fans, electric heating appliances, 
other small appliances for heating rooms not included in category 1, other fanning, 
exhaust ventilation equipment, vacuum cleaners, carpet cleaners, carpet sweepers, floor 
& carpet cleaners, floor polisher, steam cleaner, all other appliances for cleaning, irons 
and other appliances for ironing, mangling and other care of clothing, toasters, deep fat 
fryer, grinders, coffee machines and equipment for opening or sealing containers or 
packages e.g. coffee grinder, coffee maker, can opener, electric knives, electric scales, 
small kitchen appliances 

 e.g. Bread makers, Kettles, Barbecue, Blender, Bottle and/or cup warmer, Can 
opener/Knife sharpener, Cheese maker, Chopping device, Dish warmer, Electric wok, Egg 
boiler, Film sealing device, Fondue set, Food processor, Fruit squeezer, Gourmet set, 
Hotdog machine, Ice-cream machine / Sorbet machine, Icemaker, Juice centrifuge, Kitchen 
timer, Milkshake maker, Mixer, (stone grill), Pizza pan, Plate warmer, Popcorn maker, 
Potato peeler, Raclette set, Rice cooker, Salt and pepper set, Sauce maker, Slicer, 
Steamer, Steriliser, Tea machine, Vacuum packer, Waffle iron, Water filter, Yoghurt 
maker, Wine thermometer; electric blanket, Appliances for haircutting, hair drying, 
shaving, massage and other body care appliances e.g. Beard trimmer, Electric razor, Hair 
trimmer, Nose and ear trimmer, Curler set, Curling iron/tongs, Depilatory kit, Electric 
slimming pants, Facial massage appliance, Facial tanner, Hair colouring appliance, Hair 
dryer, Hair drying hood, Hair stylers Manicure and/or pedicure appliance, Aromatherapy 
appliance, Facial cleanser, Facial sauna, Foot massage appliance, Infrared lamp, Massage 
appliance, Muscle developing device, Acupuncture appliance, Electric toothbrush and 
other oral hygiene equipment, wax warmers, appliances used for sewing, knitting, 
weaving and other processing for textiles 

5.2 Small Consumer Equipment  

5.2.1 Small Consumer Equipment Cameras e.g. digital camera, video camera, security camera, Set top boxes and PVR's, 
Video cameras including security cameras, Small products or equipment for the purpose 
of recording or reproducing sound or images, including signals or other technologies for 
the distribution of sound and image other than by telecommunications, Clocks, watches 
including alarm clocks and equipment for the purpose of measuring, indicating or 
registering time, Hi-fi systems, Hi-fi separates, musical instruments 
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5.3 Photovoltaic Panels  

5.3.1 Photovoltaic Panels Photovoltaic Panels or small equipment with integrated photovoltaic panels 

5.4 Gaming Equipment  

5.4.1 Gaming Equipment Hand-held video game consoles, Video games, computers for biking, diving, running, 
rowing, Coin slot machines 

5.5 Small LED lighting equipment for the purpose of spreading or 
controlling light 

 

5.5.1 Small LED Luminaire Small LED Luminaire 

5.6 Other Small Luminaires and Lighting Equipment  

5.6.1 Other Small Luminaires and Lighting Equipment Lighting or equipment for the purpose of spreading light 

5.7 Small Electrical and Electronic Tools  

5.7.1 Small Electrical and Electronic Tools Hammer drill, drill, diamond core drill for wet and dry drilling, table circular saw, jigsaw, 
mitre saw, circular saw, metal cutting saw with blade, band saw, reciprocating saw, 
pendulum saw, sword saw, saws, Tools for riveting, nailing or screwing or removing rivets, 
nails, screws or similar uses e.g. break hammer, hammer screwdriver, impact wrench, 
screwdriver, stapler/nail machine, Equipment for turning, milling, sanding, grinding, 
sawing, cutting, shearing, drilling, making holes, punching, folding, bending or similar 
processing of wood, metal and other materials e.g. Triangular sander, Belt sander, Block 
sander, Eccentric sander, Concrete cutter, Cutting machine with disk, Edge cutter, 
Grinder, Jackhammer, Milling machine, 
Mixer, Sheet cutter, Straight cutter, Tapping machine, Trimming machine, Universal 
scraper, Wallpaper steamer, Tools for welding, soldering or similar use e.g. Solder / 
Unsolder equipment, welding apparatus, Equipment for spraying, spreading, dispersing or 
other treatment of liquid or gaseous substances by other means e.g. Glue gun, High 
pressure cleaner, Inflation pump, Paint roller, Paint spray gun, Paint stripper, 
Rechargeable air pump, Tools for mowing or other gardening activities e.g. Aerator, Chain 
saw, Compost mill, Hedge clipper / Hedge trimmer, Lawnmower, Leaf blower / Vacuum 
sweeper, Grass shear, Pond pump / Fountain pump, Pruning shear, Sprinkler, Stalk 
shredder, Edge trimmer (nylon), Undergrowth cutter, Well pump , Blowing and suction 
appliance, Other electrical equipment e.g. Compressor, Transformer, Paper shredder, 
Laminating machine, Binding machine, Coin/Note counter 

5.8 Small Toys Leisure & Sports Equipment  
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5.8.1 Small toys leisure & sports equipment Electric trains or car racing sets, Sports equipment with electric or electronic components, 
all other small toys, leisure and sports equipment 

5.9 Small Medical Devices  

5.9.1 Small Medical Devices Cardiology, Dialysis, Pulmonary ventilators, Nuclear medicine, Laboratory equipment for 
in-vitro diagnosis, analysers, fertilisation tests, Other small appliances for detecting, 
preventing, monitoring, treating, alleviating 
illness, injury or disability e.g. Hearing aids, Nebulizers, 
Blood pressure monitors, Medical thermometer, Other Small Medical Devices (except for 
all implanted and infected products) 

5.10 Smoke Detectors with Ionisation Chamber  

5.10.1 Smoke Detectors with Ionisation Chamber Smoke detector with Ionisation Chamber 

5.11 Detectors without Ionisation Chamber  

5.11.1 Detectors without Ionisation Chamber Detector without Ionisation Chamber 

5.12 Monitoring & Control Equipment other than Smoke Detectors  

5.12.1 Monitoring & Control Equipment other than Smoke Detectors Heating regulators, thermostats, measuring, weighing or adjusting appliances for 
household or as laboratory equipment, monitoring and control instruments used in 
industrial installations (e.g. control panels), other monitoring and control instruments e.g. 
UPS - 
Uninterruptible Power Supplies 

5.13 All Other Small Appliances  

5.7.1 Small Electrical and Electronic Tools Hammer drill, drill, diamond core drill for wet and dry drilling, table circular saw, jigsaw, 
mitre saw, circular saw, metal cutting saw with blade, band saw, reciprocating saw, 
pendulum saw, sword saw, saws, Tools for riveting, nailing or screwing or removing rivets, 
nails, screws or similar uses e.g. break hammer, hammer screwdriver, impact wrench, 
screwdriver, stapler/nail machine, Equipment for turning, milling, sanding, grinding, 
sawing, cutting, shearing, drilling, making holes, punching, folding, bending or similar 
processing of wood, metal and other materials e.g. Triangular sander, Belt sander, Block 
sander, Eccentric sander, Concrete cutter, Cutting machine with disk, Edge cutter, 
Grinder, Jackhammer, Milling machine, 
Mixer, Sheet cutter, Straight cutter, Tapping machine, Trimming machine, Universal 
scraper, Wallpaper steamer, Tools for welding, soldering or similar use e.g. Solder / 
Unsolder equipment, welding apparatus, Equipment for spraying, spreading, dispersing or 
other treatment of liquid or gaseous substances by other means e.g. Glue gun, High 
pressure cleaner, Inflation pump, Paint roller, Paint spray gun, Paint stripper, 
Rechargeable air pump, Tools for mowing or other gardening activities e.g. Aerator, Chain 
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saw, Compost mill, Hedge clipper / Hedge trimmer, Lawnmower, Leaf blower / Vacuum 
sweeper, Grass shear, Pond pump / Fountain pump, Pruning shear, Sprinkler, Stalk 
shredder, Edge trimmer (nylon), Undergrowth cutter, Well pump , Blowing and suction 
appliance, Other electrical equipment e.g. Compressor, Transformer, Paper shredder, 
Laminating machine, Binding machine, Coin/Note counter 

 

Category 6 

 

6 Small IT & telecommunication equipment  Description 

6.1 Personal computing  

6.1.1 Personal computing Personal computers (CPU, mouse and keyboard included), Other personal computing 
equipment (including accessories) e.g. Keyboard, Mouse, External drives, Modem, Games 
computer, Handheld computers, Organiser, Scanning pen, Webcam, DSL Modem, Access 
cards, Personal digital assistant, USB Key 

6.2 Printing and Copying Equipment  

6.2.1 Printing and Copying Equipment Printers, Video printer, Camera printer, Laser printer, Ink - based printer, Copying 
equipment e.g. photocopier, scanner, all printing equipment 

6.3 Electronic Printer Cartridges  

6.3.1 Electronic Printer Cartridges Electronic Printer Cartridges i.e. Printer cartridges which contain electrical parts and are 
dependent on electric currents and electromagnetic fields to function properly 

6.4 User terminals and systems  

6.4.1 User terminals and systems 

 

Electrical and electronic typewriters, Pocket and desk calculators and other products and 
equipment for the collection, storage, processing, presentation or communication of 
information by electronic means, Facsimile, Telex, Telephones, Pay Telephones, Cordless 
Phones, Mobile Phones e.g. smart phones, phablets, Answering systems and other 
products or equipment of transmitting sound, images or other information by 
telecommunications, GPS and navigation equipment, All small user terminals and systems 

6.5 All other IT & telecommunication equipment  

6.5.1 All other IT & telecommunication equipment All other IT & telecommunication equipment with no external dimension more than 50 cm 
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